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ABSTRACT 

 

Edge computing network and quantum network are two emerging technologies in current communication fields. Edge 

computing has emerged to support the computational demand of delay-sensitive applications in which substantial 

computing and storage are deployed at the network edge close to data sources. Quantum network supports distributed 

quantum computing, which could provide exponentially computation capabilities for certain problems. The vision of a 

hybrid quantum-edge is to provide a fundamentally new computing paradigm by expanding the computing capabilities 

and security of edge computing with quantum computing and quantum communications. The distributed nature of edge 

computing networks will also enable new scalable quantum networking schemes and applications. Such a hybrid 

computing paradigm will achieve unparalleled capabilities that are provably impossible by using only classical computing 

or quantum computing schemes alone. In this paper, we introduce the concept of hybrid quantum-edge computing network 

and discuss its challenges and opportunities. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

Edge computing has emerged to enable in-situ computing in the post-cloud era, where a large quality of data is generated 

at the network edge (with respect to the cloud), and more applications are being deployed at network edge to consume 

such data [1]. In edge computing networks, data is stored, processed, analyzed, and acted upon close to data sources. 

Physical proximity impacts end-to-end latency, energy, communication bandwidth, and data privacy and security. Recent 
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work has demonstrated the benefits of edge computing such as reduced response time [2-4], improved energy efficiency[5] , 

effective data security [6]. In addition, Artificial Intelligence (AI) applications have become one of the top use cases of 

edge computing [7-9]. 

 

In the past decade, there has been tremendous progress in quantum information technology [10], which applies unique 

properties of quantum mechanics into information technology in ways that greatly exceed classical capabilities.  These 

unique quantum properties include the uncertain principle, quantum interference, quantum entanglement, quantum 

superposition and quantum squeezing.   

 

Quantum information technology has three fields, quantum computing, quantum communication, and quantum sensing. 

Quantum computing was first proposed by Feynman in the 1980’s and has greatly motivated by Shor’s quantum algorithm 

for factoring large numbers [11].  Quantum computers use quantum bits, or qubits, which can exist as zeros and ones at 

the same time, and give them the potential to perform many calculations simultaneously. Therefore, Quantum computing 

can realize calculation for certain problems exponentially faster than classical computers. The quantum computational 

advantage, or quantum supremacy, had been first demonstrated by Google in 2019 [12] for a problem called “random 

circuit sample” and more quantum computers with faster speed have been demonstrated in 2020 and 2021 [13-15].   

Quantum communication was first proposed by Bennett and Brassard in 1984[16], and since then it has been developed 

rapidly. Quantum communication includes quantum key distribution (QKD) [17] and quantum entanglement distribution 

[18]. QKD provides secure communication over unsecured communication links, and its security is guaranteed by the 

principles of quantum mechanics and is un-hackable by any mathematical methods[19], while the quantum entanglement 

distributions communicate between quantum computers and quantum sensors at different locations [20]. Many quantum 

communication networks through optical fibers and free-space with satellites, planes, and drones have been demonstrated.  

An integrated space-to-ground quantum communication network over 4,600 kilometers has been reported recently [21]. 

Quantum sensing utilizes the properties of quantum mechanics to realize higher precision measurement and beat the current 

limits of classical measurement methods [22, 23]. With the recent rapid advances in quantum computing, communication, 

sensing, and related technologies, quantum internet has been proposed [24, 25].  In quantum internet, quantum 

information is generated, processed, and stored locally in quantum nodes. These nodes are linked by quantum 

communication links, which transport quantum states from site to site with high fidelity and distribute entanglement across 

the entire system. The quantum internet will support distributed quantum computing/sensing networks and provide 

exponential computation ability and ultra-high precision measurement, which promises to be a game-changing technology 

when fully realized at scale. 

 

Quantum computing will exponentially expand the computation capabilities of edge computing in certain problems, such 

as factoring, searching, sampling and simulation, and quantum sensing can provide more precision and accurate 

measurement data for edge computing. The quantum communication and network support distributed quantum computing 

and sensing to further enhance the abilities and strengthen the security of edge computing. 
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2. HYBRID QUANTUM EDGE COMPUTING ARCHITECTURE 

 

We design the hybrid quantum-edge computing paradigm by introducing quantum information processors (such as 

quantum-powered clouds, quantum-powered servers, quantum computers), and quantum networking devices (quantum 

repeaters and quantum switches). In this hybrid computing paradigm, computing units will include both classical edge 

units and quantum units, which requires a mix of quantum and classical communication capabilities and platform 

configurations. 

 

Figure 1 illustrates the three-layer architecture. Different from existing edge computing environments, quantum processing 

units and computing units are introduced to all three layers to enable quantum information processing and computing 

capabilities. In addition, quantum repeaters and quantum switches are introduced to enable quantum networking for both 

inter-layer and cross-layer communications.  

 

 

 

Figure 1. Three-layer architecture of hybrid quantum-edge computing paradigm. 

 

In the hybrid architecture, edge endpoints include classical endpoints and quantum endpoints. Classical endpoints (such 

as classical computers, mobile devices, smart devices, wearable devices, automobiles, etc.) generate and consume data. 

Different endpoints have different computing and storage resources, as well as communication bandwidths. The endpoint 

layer also consists of network devices, such as routers, gateways, switches, and base stations to provide network 

connections. Some real-time and latency-sensitive applications are being moved from clouds to edge servers and endpoints. 

We envision that with quantum endpoints and quantum edge servers, more applications will be moved towards the edge 

of the network. 
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In this new computing paradigm, quantum endpoints include quantum computing units, quantum processing units, 

quantum repeaters, and quantum switches. The quantum computing units are quantum computers, which can solve certain 

computational problems at a speed much faster than classical computers. There are two types of quantum computers: 

special one and general one.  A special quantum computer only performs a certain computational task, while a general 

quantum computer is programmable and can perform different algorithms by quantum coding. 

 

Quantum processing units are key components and devices for quantum information processing, storage, and 

communication, such as entangled photon sources, the Bell state and the Greenberger-Horne-Zeilinger state analyzers[26] 

[27], quantum memories [28], quantum interfaces [29], quantum gates, quantum state measurement, and photon detection. 

Different from quantum computing units, quantum processing units do not perform the computational tasks directly. They 

usually work for crucial functions of quantum communication and networks. These functions include quantum 

entanglement distribution, quantum teleportation and swapping, quantum entanglement purification/distillation [30, 31], 

and quantum state storage and retrieval. Some quantum processing units can work with classical computing units to 

generate and distribute quantum secured keys for classical communication.  

 

The no-cloning theorem states that it is impossible to create an independent and identical copy of an arbitrary unknown 

quantum state [32]. The no-cloning theorem provides the basis of quantum secure communication, but it also makes it 

impossible to copy or amplify the quantum state of single photons. The inevitable attenuation or loss of photons in 

transmission links greatly limits the transmission distance of quantum communication. Therefore, the quantum repeater 

plays important role in the quantum network [33-35].  Different from a classical amplifier or repeater, a quantum repeater 

does not copy or amplify the signal.  There are two types of quantum repeaters: trusted-node repeaters and true quantum 

repeaters.  Trusted-node repeater works only for QKD system with the additional assumption that the repeater node is 

trusted.  In the trusted-node repeater, secured data was decrypted from the previous link and encrypted with quantum 

secured keys for the next link.  The true quantum repeater is based on quantum teleportation/swapping [36] and quantum 

error corrections, which allow the end-to-end generation of quantum entanglement and the end-to-end transmission of 

qubits.  The true quantum repeater can be used for both QKD and the distributed quantum computing/sensing network. 

 

The quantum switch is used for entanglement routing of quantum links in a quantum network [37, 38].  The quantum 

switch is similar to the optical switch in a classical optical network, but it requires transparence for quantum states of 

photons and has much less insertion loss.    

 

Classical edge servers and quantum-powered edge servers reside between edge endpoints and centralized clouds. 

Traditional cloud computing infrastructures can be extended to edge servers, such as Cloudlet, Micro Could, application 

servers, regional data hosting servers. Thus, extending the cloud computing services to the edge of the network. Edge 

servers with various computing capabilities can be deployed to different places within the network. For instance, numerous 
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small cloudlets can be placed at the network edge (for example, one-hop communication distance from the endpoint 

devices). Alternatively, fewer, but larger cloudlets can be placed deeper in the network.   

 

The classical clouds and quantum-powered clouds form an aggregated computing and storage layer to provide various 

applications from a global perspective. Compared to conventional clouding computing, edge-quantum computing is 

distributed in the sense that there is no centralized cloud to manage resources, data, and applications. Edge servers and 

endpoints self-organize to collaboratively perform computing tasks and provide real-time services to users [39]. Those 

edge servers are typically deployed at certain locations, and endpoints can be static or move from a geographic location to 

another. They are location-aware, for example, their locations can be traced actively or passively to support real-time 

applications [40].  

 

In this hybrid computing paradigm, geographically distributed classical computing units (edge endpoints, edge servers, 

and clouds) will enable quantum computing units and quantum processing units to form a scalable quantum network to 

carry out large-scale calculations for high performance computing.  

.  

 

3. A SCALABLE HYBRID QUANTUM EDGE COMPUTING SCENARIO 

 

Existing edge computing architecture uses various communication links for networking, including wired communication 

(such as Ethernet, optical fiber), wireless communication (such as LTE/5G, ZigBee, IEEE 802.11 a/b/c/g/n/, satellite links, 

Bluetooth, etc.), or a combination of both [41]. 

 

Future hybrid quantum and edge computing paradigms will require quantum connectivity for multi-hop delivery of qubits 

for distributed computation. Teleportation and blind quantum computation can ensure that remote quantum computing 

units are connected to edge computing systems for on-demand high performance computing.  

 

As illustrated in Figure 2, classical communication links are also essential for two reasons. First, quantum links are 

established through classical links. For all quantum communication protocols, whether the quantum key distribution or the 

entanglement distribution, classical channels are necessary for exchanging necessary information in bits, such as 

measurement bases or measurement results.  
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Figure 2. Illustration of integrated quantum and classical communication links 

 

Secondly, while quantum computing units provide the additional computational capability to the hybrid edge computing 

paradigm, classical computing units (such as endpoint devices, edge servers, clouds, etc.) will remain as essential 

computing units for many computation tasks. Quantum computing units usually only perform certain tasks greatly 

surpassing the classical computing units, and the remaining tasks still need classical computing units. Therefore, the 

integration of quantum and classical communication links is of importance in the hybrid edge computing paradigm.   

 

Finally, security and privacy approaches will be needed to keep communication secure and protect data at rest and in transit 

in such hybrid environments. The quantum state of a single photon cannot be copied or amplified, which guarantees the 

security of the communication but also limits the transmission distance. Before full function quantum repeaters have not 

been realized, currently quantum communication and network systems need trusted relay nodes to extend the 

 

Although a quantum computer promises to solve certain computational tasks exponentially faster than classical computers, 

its physical implementation is also technically difficult. For example, a superconducting-based quantum computer requires 

a liquid helium temperature environment in a cryostat. Therefore, the number of qubits in an individual quantum computer 

is limited. Computation needs to be distributed to multiple entangled quantum computers in a network for complex 

computation [42-44]. For example, IBM’s roadmap for a large-scale quantum computer with 1 million qubits is planned 

to have a set of interconnected quantum computers [45]. 

 

Edge networks can enable distributed computing at scale. Figure 3 illustrates a scalable quantum-edge computing scenario. 

In this scenario, entities in edge networks from one or more layers (as shown in Figure 1) can provide classical 

communication links as well as quantum communication links for network routing. Once connected coherently, multiple 
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quantum processing units, quantum computing units, and classical computing units can form a large-scale quantum 

computer that can perform more complex computational tasks.  

 

 

 

Figure 3. Illustration of a scalable quantum-edge computing scenario. 

 

Geo-distributed classical edge endpoints, servers, and clouds provide agile networking and storage for the delivery of 

classical information bits. Quantum processing units, quantum computing units, quantum repeaters, and quantum switches 

provide quantum connectivity for multi-hop delivery of qubits. 

 

In such a scalable quantum-edge computing scenario, geographically distributed computing units (both classical and 

quantum) are connected via the edge networks and work cooperatively together as a single integrated computing resource. 

The connections can be dynamic or static depending on the network topology, availability of network entities (edge 

endpoints, servers, and clouds), communication link quality, computation workload, application demands, etc. 

Edge computing is a more secure architecture than cloud computing due to a few reasons. For example, data is transiently 

stored and analyzed close to data sources, which decreases data leakage during transmission. However, edge computing is 

vulnerable to various security threats such as eavesdropping [46].  

 

A hybrid quantum-edge computing environment will have enhanced security and privacy as quantum communication can 

boost communication security and create more secure communication networks. As discussed in previous section, QKD 

allows secure communication by establishing an encryption key whose security relies only on the laws of quantum 

mechanics. QKD provides a solution to the task of generating a secure encryption key between two communication parties. 

Since QKD does not depend on the factorization of large numbers in prime numbers, the encryption keys generated by 
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QKD cannot be broken by the Shor algorithm running on a quantum computer or by other fast algorithms for prime 

factorization. 

However, it is known that even by using quantum communication, there is no guarantee that the implementation is secure 

without imposing assumptions on the power of the adversary [47-49]. In addition, different attacks can be launched by 

adversaries to attack the classical communication links to disrupt the establishment of quantum communication links. For 

example, an adversary can launch a denial-of-service attack to flood the classical communication links with superfluous 

requests and prevent the requests from quantum computing units on the classical communication links. 

 

Therefore, it cannot be deemed secure. Effective security and privacy proception need to be studied in such hybrid 

computing environments. 

 

 

4. CHALLENGES AND OPEN PROBLEMS 

 
 

Known key research challenges and open problems related to how to share quantum states among geographically 

distributed quantum devices such as quantum processing units and quantum computing units need to be addressed. For 

example, how to preserve quantum information against decoherence, how to improve quantum fidelity, and how to enable 

long-distance entanglement distribution and quantum teleportation, and so on. 

 

Moreover, given the coexistence nature of quantum and classical devices and communication links in this hybrid paradigm, 

future research and prototyping are needed to better understand the performance of such distributed systems, data security 

and privacy, and implementation considerations. Future research topics include, but are not limited to: 

 

• Scalable and flexible network protocols where new quantum nodes can be attached or removed to edge computing 

clusters with ease.  

• Approaches to introducing new quantum computing units and algorithms while ensuring edge computing systems 

remain interoperable. 

• Data-centric security approaches to protect data at rest and in transit in such a hybrid communication environment 

with mixed classical and quantum entities.  

• Privacy-preserving methods to avoid privacy exposure in data aggregation and computing. 

• Prototyping experiments for overall system performance benchmark and implementation considerations for 

different integration schemes and configurations. 

 

5. CONCLUSION 
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More and more computing tasks are pushed from the cloud to the edge of the network. Quantum computing can expand 

the capability of edge computing as it has demonstrated advantages over classical computing. On the other hand, connected 

quantum information processors can achieve distributed quantum computing, and the distributed nature of edge computing 

networks can enable a new quantum networking scheme. In this paper, we propose a new hybrid quantum-edge computing 

paradigm where quantum and edge computing complement each other paradigm to achieve unparalleled capabilities that 

are provably impossible by using only classical computing or quantum computing scheme alone. We also discuss the 

challenges and opportunities that are worth working on to inspire more research in this direction. 
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